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or cooking-room, is the place employed, but, if necessary,
the choko may be made under the shade of a hedge by
the wayside, or in any other convenient place Upon the
choko he raises a little temporary stove, which he smears
in like manner with cow-dung, and thereupon he cooks his
food The Poorbeea, or Eastern Brahmins, carry their exclu-
snc notions upon this point to such a length that brothers
even are forbidden to use the same choko, nor may one
take fire from the stove of another Hence the saving,
' Twelve Poorbeeas and thirteen *' chokos," ' because with that
number of Brahmins an extra stove would be required for
the fire alone
The Brahmin, when his food is ready before eating, per-
forms ' Turpun , * that is to say, he fills a copper cup with
water, and puts therein a few grams of barley, some sesamum,
leaves of the sacred basil tree sandal, &c , then holding some
sacrificial grass, he fills his joined hinds with water, which he
pours bick again into the cup, sa\ ing, ' I offer (make turpun
' of) this water to all the De\s ' He proceeds to make similar
offerings of water, to men, animals, trees, rivers, seas, Bhoots,
Prets, Rceshees, progenitors, and others Then he mentions
the names, as many as he can recollect, of his father's ancestors,
his mother's ancestors, and lus own deceased friends He now
performs Jtomt or fire-sacrifice, by throwing a portion of nee
and clarified butter into a little copper or earthen vessel,
containing fire, repeating, while so employed, the names of
the De\s The Brahmin sets aside fhe portions of food for
cows, beggars, dogs, ants, and crows He then takes a little
of each dish, and offers it to the De\, in a vessel containing
fhe divisions He now sits down to his breakfast, but, before
commencing, repeats the Gayutree over a handful of water,
with which he sprinkles his own food, and three portions which
he sets apart for Brumha, Vishnoo, and Shiva The first five
mouthfuls he swallows are for the * Punchpran,' or five airs
supposed to be in the body and necessary to existence At
the conclusion of his repast, he deposits upon the ground
a little of what remains, as an offering on behalf of the spirits
residing in hell This will no doubt appear to the reader to
be a very elaborate and painful ceremonial, but long practice

